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ABSTRACT

As a result of dehydration, there are daily changes in the stem diameter of green plants.

This transient phenomenon is addressed in this paper. Il is assumed that a small time perturbation

is superimposed on an otherwise constant radius. By employing the Laplace transforms, analytical

solutions are developed for this peculiar phenomenon. These results are discussed quantitatively.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One tascinating aspect of the biomeehanies of green plants is related to flow in ihe vas-

cular system where it is observed that there is daily changes in the stem diameter accompanying

changes in the rate of transpiration. Some intrinsic models for this phenomenon have been given

by Moltz and Klepper 111 and Parlange el al. [2\.

Thus this is essentially a transient phenomenon. Hence it can be contracted with the
cardiovascular flow in mammals which is pulsating in nature.

In this paper we give a globtt model of the transient How in the stem when the stem

wall is assumed to be a moving boundary. However, rather than solving the complex coupled

equations of fluid dynamics, heat and mass transfer for a moving boundary problem, we assume a

time penurbation on the stem radius. The detailed methodology and solutions are evolved in the

subsequent sections.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

In Uestman | 3 | the formulation for phloem and xylcm flow in the green plant has been

given. Here we introduce time t and neglect all nonlineantics as a result of low Reynolds number

How. The governing equations are now

du dp \_d_
T dr

d2,

dc I B
( i )

It was found expedient to combine the momentum equations in the form

in the generai two-<!itnensional flow. The boundary conditions for the problem have been discussed
in Reslinan |4 | . F-or the initial conditions we assume that

(3)



m

so that the stem is saturated and iherc is no evaporation. The non-dimensional stem radius at this
insiam is unity, So that subsequently the stem radius will be denoted us

r = I+ £/(!), e < 1 ,

where/(0) = 0.

For ihe one-dimensional problem, the governing equations above reduce to

(4)

d6 a1 a1 i fl
" IT

(5)

3. MKTHOD OF SOLUTION

Rather lhan getting involved in the mathematically complex process of solving a moving

boundary problem, we shall assume here that / ( ( ) is known. Albeit, the mathematical analysis is

still complex and physically interesting situations can be assimilated.

We first consider the one-dimensional problem of Eqs.(5). The mass diffusion in the

model is restricted to the green plant while as a result of the stem movement an independent flow

will be set up in the air. However, as a result of the film heat transfer boundary condition at the stem

wall, the temperature equation for the stem and the air have to be solved simultaneously. They are

governed by the same equation as given in Fqs.(5) but P, will be replaced by Pw and Pa for water

and air, respectively.

It is now convenient to assume perturbation expansions of the form

c( r , t ; e ) = c ( 0 | ( r , t ) + ecm(.r,t) + . . . etc, , (6)

and since Eqs.(5) are linear, the various approximations satisfy the same equations as in fiqs.(S).

The difficulty of the problem lies on the imposition of the boundary conditions at the stem wall.

Thus if the wall concentration is taken to be zero, for simplicity, we have

0 = c < n ) ( l + £ / ( ( ) , £ ) + £ C ' " ( T + e / ( £ ) , * ) + • - • ,

and by the Taylor series expansion this equation reduces to

c ( 0 ) ( l , 0 = ( ) , - ^ -
dr

= 0 (7)

We sh.ill (ind it convenient lo LiU'. the Laplace transform with respect lo time, where we shall adopl

,s as tl\f Miinslormed variable and place a bar over the transformed function. Hence we shall take

the luini Dl ){I) as

where n > 0 but otherwise it can be an integer or fraction. When n is an integer, application of

the Laplace transform on Fiq.(7) results in the relations

, i B ) = 0 , ( _ 1 ) » - ^
\ dr

If n is fractional (we taken = 1/2) and write d/ds = D, then assuming th;ti the second relation in

iiq.(9) is valid for fractional values of n, we get

\ 9r
1, a)

•dr.

Hence $ is obtained from inversion of the Abels integral equation (for details sec Courant |5|).

However we shall only consider n = I for analytical simulations in this study.

Hence the Laplace transform for c ' ' ' ,j ~ 0 ,1 are

- <? r - — + -—
dr* T dr

;io)

The solutions of Eqs.(lO) are

(0) _ Coo I . Jo(iSc1
l/2T)

c - — 1 —
•h(.iSl/2s)

where the notation is such that all the Bessel functions in the squ.ue bracket, in the right-hand side

of the last equation, are functions of isl/2s^/2. The inversion of the first equation in Et|s.(ll) is

standard. The result is

= 2c - 0; r = 1 f tt (12)

No analylical inversion lor c(1) is envisaged, it is therefore expedient to consider c ( " for limiting

times. Now in the equation for c { " , the lemi multiplying the square bracket is not altered much,

whether ,s is small or large. Thus



which by convolution becomes

J l )

;ind hence

where

dr ,

t _ O M r = l + £() (13)

Ly\ XJ — c

is Dawson's integral which is tabulated in Abramowitz and Stegun [6|. When s is small (,s = {) is

a branch point) then

.% - > 0 :

which is in the same form as above. Hence, apart from a multiplying constant, the solution lor i•'''

when t —» oo is in the same form as Eiq.(l3) fort -* 0 + .

Because of the complexity in the solution of the higher approximation, we shall only

consider the basic approximation in all subsequent analysis and therefore drop the superscript 0

in brackets. Hence after application of the Laplace transform, the solution for the temperature

becomes

0 = +
s

.•• , 0 = • - — + consti •
2 ' / 2 s

{'•[' pj" foipyv'*) jfitpy'j1"]J
1/2 At

In the first equations in lr.ijs.(14), the ei]uation wilh Ptu corresponds lo temperature in the green

plant while that with [•>„ corresponds in temperature in the air. It is assumed that, for

In the I i mi ting invest ignitions of Eu.]!i.( 14), we shall take h tohcof oriJi-rfJC 1) term. Hence

for the green plant

0 °-^

lit|.(I5) has a double pole at s = 0 and simple poles at J,(/xn) = 0. Therefore by the classical

method of the residue theorem the inversion can be obtained as

hUW-6^) 1 r 2 - ^

On the other hand

a — 0 {8 small):

the inversion of which is

For the air, when s is large, we have

, t-*0* . ( 16 )

(17)

with inversion

(18)

When £ is large, Ec|.(17) reveals that 0 in the green plant will eventually tend to 0<£>, so llwt 0 in

the air will do the same. There will be no need then to consider the limiting value of t —> no in the

air.

Next, for the velocity, we neglect GT and Gc and on applying the Laplace transform, ii>
satisfies lhect[uafion

Jn

T " I



wilh inversion anil

dz
H'J)

For the two-dimensional problem, we shall neglect any interactions with the atmosphere
and assume that 6 = 0^ on r = 1 + e/( t). Further, we shall also neglect Gr and Gr in ihe velocity
field equations. Hence the basic approximation solutions for the concentration and the temperature
can be developed in a similar manner. For example, for Ihe concentration equation in Hqs.(l),
successive application of the Laplace transform and the Fourier sine transform yields the equation

dr2 + r dr ca ,

and the solution of this equation subject to the homogeneous boundary condition at the wall is

c, =

The inversion of this equation is

4cM ^ c ( - l ) " - 1)

- I

2-^ r~i (20)

Finally, for the velocity components, the successive application of the Laplace transfrom
and the Fourier sine and cosine transforms results in the equations

, / d2 I d 1 2

\dr2 t dr T2 * 2 R 2 - s) —^ + rwR ucJ \ dr j

r dr

which could be solved as before to give

(21)

| f , (n7iK)
a)]

a)]
R ( ( • • ! ) % . „ , „

_
rwK «>, =

/CmrR) V

i i ( r ;n ,s)

- X + s)

Thus when Hi •< (I (as is usually the case) «c ~ O( Bi) while

/,! l.i/.
1 - •—

(22)

(23)

This concludes the solutions.

4. DISCUSSIONS

The solutions derived in the previous sections have shed some light into the mechanism of
transient stem reduction in green plants. Basically (Eq.(12)) the concentration decreases exponen-
tially wiih time. Rather than an exponential decay with time, the higher approximate concentration
varies wilh time ast1 '2 in Dawson's integral, This is true for both small and large values of time. So
that at small times c( l) increases with time from zero and decreases thereafter when the argument
of Dawson's integral is about nine (see [61), at which time, t is htrge.

When h is negative, the temperature in the green plant (see Eq.(l6)) will be less than ihe
ambient temperature (3M if 0^ > 0«, initially. This is particularly true near she wall of the green
plani when E > 0. However, at large times 8 —• <?«,, and this is also the case in the air

The velocities have been calculated for small or negligible values of the free convection
parameters. At the initial lime of the transient process, this would be the case, ll is observed from
Ihe velocily analysis that if the aspect ratio is small, the assumption of fully developed How is correct
to terms of order O(R) • Eqs.(19) and (23) reveal that at all stages of the transient motion, i > 0
if dpjdz > 0, and w = 0 if dp/dz = 0 or Wout = 0 = wln. The last condition is also equivalent to
X -• oo. For, from Eqs.(21) we see lhat the two conditions jf --» oo and wout = 0 = Win, give rise
to the equations

dib, 1 d
—— + TWtR tic = 0 = r (r «e) + """** «*«
dr r at

which are two homogeneous equations with homogeneous boundary conditions. This is the well
known valve effect, which can stem the transient process.
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